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PUBLIC DOCUMENT 
 
FROM:  Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH 
 
July 6, 2017 
 
SUBJECT: Decry 16th Level #1 
Devel Department of Homeland Security & Affiliates 
 
TO: Governor Andrew M. Cuomo Office 
New York State Executive Chamber 
State Capitol, Albany, NY 12224 
 
Dear Governor Cuomo Office, Greetings to you; 
 
THIS IS A 16th Level DECRY CALLED A DECRYMIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM 
MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM.  THIS 
LEVEL IS HIGHER THAN THE DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUMMIUM AND HIGHER THAN A 
DECREE 

 
I PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS EARTH, CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS AND THE 
ONLY CHREATOR OVER ALL CHREATIONS.  I AM THE CHREATOR OF LIFE AND 
OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH, ESISTENCE, AND ANYTHING INBETWEEN DECLARE IN 
THIS CONGESSARUM THAT: 

 
Because of continuous Treasonamonous 16th Level, override of my protection, insurrections, 
terrorism, sorcery, horror, interruptions, and wickednesses from the Department of Homeland 
Security, Transportation Security Administration, Many States, Microsoft, the Gurner, Turner, 
and many others who have been destroying my work, and killing others; you have therefore, 
elevated to this 16th level Decry.  
 
When I am preparing the Articles, Decrees, and other documents, they stand behind, me and they 
break into my computer, change the settings, and interrupt the normal computer processing.  If I 
am working on a document and step away to go to the toilet, they go into my computer, remove 
the back, reduced themselves, and they enter the computer and begin to obstruct the screen 
display.  While I am working they also, delayed the keyboard transfer of information, they 
delayed the saving of the document, they use the osmostick fingers that can go into any small 
areas and changed the letters of my document, they transpose the letters and words, remove the 
letters, they put in letters, and they remove parts of my documents.  As a result of these 
obstructions, every sentence I write, I have to review to make sure they are correct.  I check my 
documents several times for their obstructions, and make the adjustments. Before I print the 
documents, I check the documents repeatedly. While I am making the adjustments and printing, 
these insects are removing, transposing, and changing my documents. They also remove my 
brain memory information so when I need them I cannot access them. 
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The Department of Homeland Security and its affiliates also go into my stomach and churns up 
everything in my stomach with lots of power, and they caused me to vomit everything that I eat 
which is crushed ice as that is my breakfast, lunch, and dinner most days. These insects, animals, 
and species have many cable power, with giganaminous strength and extranaminous access that 
they use to removes the top of the Earth when they feel like, and to give them entrance to and 
from the Earth.   
 
The Department of Homeland Security and others have gone to great lengths to destroy the Earth 
from time to time, so they can go back and forth with easy access not caring about our lives 
inside the Earth.  They do this because the Earths have had no Official Leader for a very long 
time, as they waited for me to be born.  This reborn of me is not unusual outside of the Earth.  It 
is a known knowledge.  However, because you in the Earths are all cut off from interconnection 
information, you do not know who you are, and you do not have any access to others to provide 
the right information.  Therefore, everyone is deceived by pictures seen on TV of the devel 
leeders, and photo clips of the Presidents and his camouflaged family, as these alien species have 
access to the TV producers who patch them up, fixed them up, tape events weeks and months in 
advance, and then they present them to you as if it is live, so they appear real and normal.  TV 
presentations can have time cuts, time differences, and the majority of you do not know how 
many things can be done electronically, as you are not exposed to their esistence.  These devel 
leeders and affiliates, they make laws, but they do not live by them. 
 
Having to deal with the devels while I am in my knowledge of who I AM, makes my life 
difficult, my time is used up trying to protect, and the quality and quantity of what I can do are 
diminished, among many other problems they create.  The devels in these Earths are not the 
Chreator of the Earth, they are not Earth lives, and so they do not care what happens to us inside 
the Earth.  Because they can recreate themselves, they leave parts of themselves in hiding places 
outside the Earth, that they can access whenever they need to. There is no Spirit god for the 
Earth or spirit creator.  Earth peoples and Earth lives cannot touch or see spirits.  The 
Chreator and GOG of the Earths, must be born in this Earth, and must be Natural real 
flesh and blood like everyone in this Earth. I PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS 
EARTH, AM THE CHREATOR, GOG, AND LEADER OF THESE EARTHS, MANY 
CHREATIONS, AND ESISTENCE. 
 
The State of New York, the Jamaica Consulate (New York), TV Stations, Newspapers, and 
Radios, have not been distributing, publishing, broadcasting, the Articles, Decrymiumms, 
Decrees, and instructions I have given them to make public to the local and international 
States/Countries.  Additionally, the Department of State USA, the Jamaica Consulate (New 
York), have both held on to my passports since April 3, 2017 and have not yet renewed them and 
returned them to me.  They have caused me not to be able to do the things I am scheduled to do. 
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All of you will only get disasters in your lives continually and never get anything, (not a thing, 
not a morsel, not one iota) in the future or time to come in no level, elevation, Chreation, Earth, 
place, existence, or non-existence. You are all decolored, desolate, and will never get out of 
despair.  You all will never, never, never, never stop being alive in death. You are all empty, 
disconsorted, discombobulated, disgumptious, dispecable, and all decorated less. 
 
You are all determined to be in devendum, and are all definanced, disfunctioned, 
destroyedamimos, deviantamimos, desgustamimos, destructedamimos, disjunctamimos, 
discombobulatedamimos, disqualificationamimos, finishedamimos and sent to the crust of 
HELL.  
 
THIS IS THE END OF THE 16th Level DECRY CALLED A DECRYMIUM MIUM MIUM 
MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM 
MIUM.  THIS LEVEL IS HIGHER THAN THE DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUMMIUM AND 
HIGHER THAN A DECREE 
 
 
Yours Truly, 
 
 
 
 
 
Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PHd. 
CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS 
CHREATOR OF LIFE and OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING IN BETWEEN 
GOLDEN OVER GOODNESS (GOG) 
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MCLAREN SENATE 
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MONTEGONIA SENATE 
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MT. ZION SENATE 
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN NEW YORK SENATE 
OH MY GOODNESS 
MY RIGHTEOUSNESS 
PEPPER PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS (PPAH) 
MY LOVE 
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